In a nutshell, the basic idea for our methods is as follows: We try to combine optimal sequential algorithms for a given problem with an efficient global routing and partitioning mechanism.
We devise a constant number of partitioning schemes of the global problem (on the entire data set of n data items) into p subproblems Our scalable parallel algorithms for Problems 1-6 have a running time of 0( T"';"""'+T. (n, p)) on a p-processor
Coarse
Grained Multicomputer CGM(n, p) with~z p~for Problem 5,~~p for Problems 1-4, and~z p log p for Problem 6 and where T. (n, p) refers to the time of a global sort operation on a CGM(n, p). As T~.qU.nt;U1 = @(n log n) for Problems 1-6, our algorithms either run in optimal time @(~~) or in sort time T~(n, p) for the respective architecture.
We will show that the first term dominates the sort time for n > 2~s@J'1. For example, for hypercube networks, we obtain optimal algorithms for 71 > $"gp. 
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Globally sort the poink by their y-coorclinates which yields sets Hi on processors pi. Proof:
As stripes do not contain corners of rectangles, their coverage can be expressed as the product of horizontal and vertical coverage ancl the area covered twice must be subtracted. We next show how to perform
Step 2 of the above algo- In the second experiment we ran the algorithm with 8 processors and va~iecl the problem size belween 2s ancl 2ig. Figure  6 shows that, up-to a problem size of 213 the collll:ltlllica.tioll time domi uates the local computation.
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